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In this paper we briefly review the main results obtained in [1], where some algebraic properties of the
‘vector supersymmetry’ (VSUSY) algebra have been studied. VSUSY is a graded extension of the Poincare´
algebra in 4 dimensions with two central charges. We derive all independent Casimir operators of VSUSY
and we find two distinct spin–related operators in the case of nonvanishing central charges. One is the
analogue of superspin for VSUSY and the other is a new spin, called C–spin, whose value is fixed to
1/2. We also show that the VSUSY algebra and its Casimir operators can be derived by an Ino¨nu¨-Wigner
contraction from OSp(3, 2 |2). This paper is based on the talk given in Varna, Bulgaria, during the 4-th EU
RTN Workshop 2008.
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1 Introduction
In [1] we initiated a systematic study of the algebraic properties of vector supersymmetry (VSUSY), a
graded extension of the Poincare´ algebra in four dimensions. In contradistinction to ordinary supersym-
metry, the fermionic generators of VSUSY are not spinors. They are an odd Lorentz vector Gµ and an odd
Lorentz scalar G5. Moreover, two central charges, Z and Z˜ , are allowed. The name vector supersymmetry
comes from the fact that the anticommutator between Gµ and a G5 gives the four-momentum vector Pµ.
This algebra was first introduced in [2] in 1976 with the purpose of obtaining a pseudoclassical description
of the Dirac equation.
Since the odd generators of VSUSY are a vector and a scalar, they do not satisfy the spin-statistics rule.
This particular feature of VSUSY is not necessarily an obstacle to the construction of physical models with
underlying VSUSY. For example, a quantum-mechanical model for the spinning particle with underlying
VSUSY was first constructed in [3].
VSUSY is not only worth exploring as a new kind of supersymmetry, but it has also an interesting
connection with topological field theories. In fact, an Euclidean version of VSUSY appears as a subalgebra
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of the symmetry algebra underlying topological N = 2 Yang-Mills theories, in the special case when the
two VSUSY central charges Z and Z˜ are identified [4–6].
In order to understand the physical content of VSUSY, we need to classify its irreducible representa-
tions. A first step in this direction was taken in [1], where all the Casimir operators of the algebra were
constructed. VSUSY has four even Casimirs, P 2, Z , Z˜ and Wˆ 2. The latter is the square of Wˆµ, the ana-
logue of the superspin vector of ordinary supersymmetry [7]. Wˆµ is constructed as a combination of the
Pauli-Lubanski vector Wµ and another vector, called WC µ. Like Wˆµ, WC µ satisfies, in the rest frame, the
SU(2) algebra and therefore defines a new spin, called C-spin. The operator W 2C is a Casimir but it is not
independent since it is proportional to P 2. As a result, the value of the C-spin is fixed to 1/2. This feature
is a peculiarity of VSUSY and holds for the generic case with nonvanishing central charges.
The fact that the odd generators of VSUSY are not spinors but a vector and a scalar allows for the
existence of odd Casimir operators. In fact, we have constructed an odd operator that commutes with all
generators of VSUSY only when a particular BPS-like relation between the 4-momentum and the central
charges is satisfied.
Finally, we briefly review the connection between VSUSY and the simple orthosymplectic superalgebra
OSp(3, 2 |2) by showing how to derive both VSUSY and its Casimirs by contraction from OSp(3, 2 |2).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the VSUSY algebra and we discuss its
Casimir operators. In Section 3 we introduce the OSp(3, 2 |2) algebra and we show how to derive VSUSY
by a contraction procedure. In the same section we also discuss the contraction of the Casimir operators
and specially how to derive the analogue of superspin for VSUSY. In Section 4, we summarize our results
and present our plans for future work.
2 VSUSY algebra and its Casimir operators
The vector supersymmetry (VSUSY) algebra is a graded extension of the Poincare´ algebra. In addition to
the Poincare´ generatorsMµν and Pµ, two fermionic generatorsGµ andG5 and two bosonic central charges
Z and Z˜ are present. Gµ andG5 behave respectively as a four-vector and a scalar under the Lorentz group.
The VSUSY algebra reads:
[Mµν ,Mρσ]− = ηνρMµσ + ηµσMνρ − ηνσMµρ − ηµρMνσ,
[Mµν , Pρ]− = −ηµρPν + ηνρPµ ,
[Mµν , Gρ]− = −ηµρGν + ηνρGµ ,
[Gµ, Gν ]+ = ηµνZ , [G5, G5]+ = Z˜ , [Gµ, G5]+ = −Pµ . (1)
A systematic procedure to find all the even Casimirs of VSUSY is to start from the most general form of
an even scalar operator:
C = C + CµνGµGν + C
µ5GµG5 + C
∗ǫµνρσGµGνGρGσ + C
∗
µǫ
µνρσGνGρGσG5, (2)
where the coefficients C’s are functions of the bosonic generators (P,M,Z, Z˜) and Cµν is antisymmetric.
By imposing that [C, G5]− = 0, the form of C gets further constrained:
C = C + CµνG˜µG˜ν + C
∗ǫµνρσG˜µG˜νG˜ρG˜σ , (3)
where we define G˜µ ≡ Gµ + 1Z˜PµG5. The invariance of C with respect to the Poincare´ subgroup implies
that the C’s transform as Lorentz covariant tensors and that they are functions of Pµ, Wµ, Z and Z˜, so that
C = C(P 2,W 2, Z, Z˜), C∗ = C∗(P 2,W 2, Z, Z˜) ,
Cµν = C′(P 2,W 2, Z, Z˜)ǫµνρσPρWσ + C
′′(P 2,W 2, Z, Z˜)P [µW ν] , (4)
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where Wµ is the Pauli-Lubanski vector
Wµ =
1
2
ǫµνρσPνMρσ. (5)
As in the case of ordinary supersymmetry, the square of the Pauli-Lubanski vector is not a Casimir. This
simply means that particles with different Lorentz spin will appear in the same supermultiplet.
It is straightforward to see that we have three Casimir operators which are independent of the G˜’s:
P 2 , Z and Z˜ . (6)
After some algebraic manipulations, one can show that an even Casimir containing two G˜’s must have the
following form:
C(2) = ZW
2 + ǫµνρσPρWσG˜µG˜ν = ZW
2 + ǫµνρσPρWσGµGν . (7)
If one introduces a VSUSY generalization of the Pauli-Lubanski vector1 as follows:
Wˆµ ≡ ZWµ −
1
2
ǫµνρσPνGρGσ, (8)
one can show that its square is given by
Wˆ 2 = ZC(2) +
3
4
P 2Z2 , (9)
which is therefore a Casimir. One can prove that the second term on the RHS of (8)
WµC ≡
1
2
ǫµνρσPνGρGσ (10)
also leads to a Casimir, since its square is
W 2C =
3
4
Z2P 2 . (11)
This is clearly not an independent Casimir.
The three vectors Wµ∗ = Wˆ
µ
Z
, Wµ,
W
µ
C
Z
satisfy the commutation relations
[Wµ∗ ,W
ν
∗ ]− = ǫ
µνρσPρW∗σ . (12)
Therefore, in the rest frame of the massive states where P 2 = −m2, they satisfy the rotation algebra[
W i∗
m
,
W j∗
m
]
−
= ǫijk
W∗k
m
(13)
and define three different spins. The superspin Y labels the eigenvalues−m2Z2Y (Y + 1) of the Casimir
Wˆ 2. The spin associated to W 2C (C-spin) is fixed to 1/2, as one can see from (11). Finally, we denote the
usual Lorentz spin by s.
A few comments are in order. First, from (9) it is clear that the superspin Casimir Wˆ 2 collapses to
W 2C in the case of vanishing central charges. Second, it can be shown there are no even Casimir operators
containing more than two G˜’s.
We summarize our results and compare to ordinary supersymmetry in the following tables.
1 In the ordinary supersymmetry case, the correct generalization of the Pauli-Lubanski vector is W˜µ ≡Wµ − 1
2
[Q, Q¯]σµ and
the relative superspin Casimir is C =
“
W˜ [µP ν]
”2
.
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(Super)spin operator Casimir |Eigenvalue|
Poincare´ Wµ = 12ǫ
µνρσPνMρσ C =W 2 m2 s(s+ 1)
Super Poincare´ W˜µ ≡Wµ − 12 [Q, Q¯]σ
µ C =
(
W˜ [µP ν]
)2
m4S(S + 1)
VSUSY Wˆµ = ZWµ −WµC C = Wˆ 2 m2Y (Y + 1)
Table 1: (Super)spins for Poincare´, Super Poincare´ and VSUSY
C-spin operator Casimir | C-spin |
Poincare´ − − −
Super Poincare´ W˜µ ≡ 18 Q¯γ
νγ5Q
(
δµν −
PνP
µ
P 2
)
W˜2 is not aCasimir State-dependent
VSUSY WµC ≡ 12ǫ
µνρσPνGρGσ C =W 2C =
3
4 Z
2P 2 1/2
Table 2: C-spin for Poincare´, Super Poincare´ and VSUSY
Let us now turn to the construction, if possible, of odd Casimir operators. For ordinary supersymmetry,
there can be no odd Casimirs, as the fermions are spinors and hence do not commute with the Lorentz
generators. However, for VSUSY this argument does not hold. In fact, one can show that the following
odd operator
Q ≡ GµPµ +G5Z (14)
commutes with all generators of the algebra when the following condition between the 4-momentum and
the central charges is satisfied:
ZZ˜ = P 2. (15)
Finally, it can be shown that there are no odd Casimir operators which are cubic or of higher order in the
odd generators.
3 VSUSY algebra and Casimir operators from OSp(3, 2 |2)
In this section we discuss how the VSUSY algebra arises as a subalgebra of an Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction
of the simple orthosymplectic algebra OSp(3, 2 |2). OSp algebras are natural candidates for an embedding
of VSUSY. In fact, for generic OSp(M|N) algebras, the fermions are vectors of SO(N) and Sp(M) and we
precisely need our VSUSY fermions to appear as vectors (or scalars) of the Lorentz group. We will use the
embedding in OSp(3, 2 |2), whose bosonic part is SO(3, 2)× Sp(2). The latter factor will host the central
charges Z and Z˜ we want to include.
The bosonic generators of OSp(3, 2 |2) are Mµν , Pµ, Z , Z˜ and Z ′, while the fermionic generators are
Gµ, Sµ, G5 and S5. The subset of generators (Mµν , Pµ, Z, Z˜, Gµ, G5) is the one of interest since it will
give rise, after a proper contraction, to the VSUSY algebra. The commutation relations for this subsector
are
[Mµν ,Mρσ]− = ηνρMµσ + ηµσMνρ − ηµρMνσ − ηνσMµρ
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[Mµν , Pρ]− = ηνρPµ − ηµρPν
[Pµ, Pν ]− =Mµν
[Mµν , Gρ]− = ηνρGµ − ηµρGν
[Pµ, Gν ]− = −ηµνS5, [Pµ, G5]− = −Sµ, [Gµ, Gν ]+ = ηµνZ,
[Gµ, G5]+ = −Pµ, [G5, G5]+ = Z˜
[Gµ, Z˜]− = 2Sµ, [G5, Z]− = 2S5, [Z, Z˜]− = 4Z
′. (16)
In order to perform the contraction, we rescale the OSp(3, 2 |2) generators with a dimensionless parameter
λ as follows:
Mµν →Mµν , Z
′ → Z ′
Pµ → λ2Pµ, Z → λ
2Z, Z˜ → λ2Z˜,
Gµ → λGµ, G5 → λG5, Sµ → λSµ, S5 → λS5 (17)
and consider the limit λ→∞. As a result, the commutation relations (16) reduce to the VSUSY algebra.
In the derivation of the Casimir operators we need to eliminate the extra operators Sµ, S5 and Z ′, since
VSUSY is only a subalgebra of the contraction limit of OSp(3, 2 |2). To do that, we rescale Sµ, S5 and Z ′
by a factor β and consider the limit β → 0.
OSp(3, 2 |2) has three independent Casimir operators [9], C2, C4 and C6, constructed respectively as com-
binations of products of two, four and six OSp(3, 2 |2) generators. For example, C2 reads
C2 =MµνM
µν + 2PµP
µ + 2 [Gµ, S
µ]
−
+ 2 [G5, S5]− − 2Z
′Z ′ − [Z, Z˜]+ . (18)
The direct contraction of the three independent OSp(3, 2 |2) Casimirs leads to combinations of P 2, Z and
Z˜ and explicitly one finds
Cn → 2
(
(P 2)
n
2 − (ZZ˜)
n
2
)
n = 2, 4, 6. (19)
Since Z and Z˜ are central charges, (19) shows that P 2 is a Casimir of VSUSY. There is no hope to derive
the superspin Casimir Wˆ 2 from a direct contraction procedure, since Wˆµ contains Mµν , which does not
scale with λ. Therefore, we construct a suitable combination of C2, C4 and C6 so that the maximal order in
λ exactly cancels out. This request is uniquely satisfied by the following expression:
K8 = −4 C6 C2 + 3 C
2
4 +
1
4
C42 . (20)
By using the rescaled commutation relations one can prove that in K8 the maximal order λ16 is vanishing
and all the lower orders down to λ13 are exactly zero. The first nonvanishing order is λ12, which is the
interesting one for the derivation of the superspin Casimir because this is the first place where Mµν terms
appear. One can check that the extra terms at order λ12 generated from the higher order terms by the use of
the rescaled commutation relations vanish after the limit λ → ∞ is taken. This makes sure that they will
not affect the result of the contraction. After some algebraic manipulations, one can prove the following
relation
K
(12)
8 = 48
(
P 2 − ZZ˜
)(
−
Z˜
Z
Wˆ 2 + β2{terms with(Sµ, S5, Z
′)}
)
+ f(P 2, Z, Z˜) . (21)
If we take the limit β → 0 in (21), we can prove that Wˆ 2 is a Casimir of VSUSY.
4 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper we present all independent Casimir operators of the VSUSY algebra, an odd vector extension
of the four-dimensional Poincare´ algebra. This result is the first step towards the classification of the
irreducible representations of the algebra, which is currently work in progress [10].
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VSUSY shares some common features with ordinary supersymmetry, for instance the fact that the anti-
commutator between the fermionic generators is proportional to the 4-momentum Pµ. On the other hand,
the fundamental difference is the Lorentz nature of their odd generators, spinors for ordinary supersymme-
try and a vector and a scalar for VSUSY. This implies that in the case of VSUSY not only even but also
odd Casimir operators may be present. We find that, in the case Z, Z˜ 6= 0, VSUSY has four independent
even Casimir operators, Wˆ 2, P 2, Z and Z˜. We also construct an odd operator Q, which behaves like a
Casimir when a particular relation between the central charges and the 4-momentum is satisfied.
The Casimir operator Wˆ 2 is the square of a Lorentz vector Wˆµ, which is the VSUSY extension of
the ordinary Pauli-Lubanski vector. In the rest frame, it satisfies the SU(2) algebra and gives rise to the
superspin Y , the analogue of the superspin for VSUSY. It is necessary to have both central charges different
from zero to ensure that this superspin operator is an independent Casimir. On the other hand, the Casimir
operator P 2 is related to another Lorentz vector, denoted by WµC . In the rest frame, W
µ
C also satisfies the
SU(2) algebra and defines a different kind of spin (C-spin), fixed to the value 1/2.
Finally, we show that VSUSY can be naturally embedded in the simple orthosymplectic superalgebra
OSp(3, 2 |2). In order to derive the VSUSY algebra and all its independent Casimirs from OSp(3, 2 |2), it
is necessary to introduce two different scale parameters and then perform a suitable contraction limit.
In the future, we would like to classify all irreducible representations of the VSUSY algebra. One pos-
sibility in this direction is to rewrite the odd sector of the VSUSY algebra in terms of generators of a Clif-
ford algebra, for which all the irreducible representations have already been classified. Another possibility
would be to exploit the embedding of the VSUSY algebra in OSp(3, 2 |2) to derive the representations.
One of our main goals would be to construct a field theoretical model displaying VSUSY invariance. A
possibility would be to use a superspace approach and, in this direction, the connection between VSUSY
and N = 2 topological theories could be useful, since, for the latter, a superspace setup has already been
developed [6]. In [1] we were mainly concerned with the algebraic properties of VSUSY and therefore we
did not consider the issue of the violation of the spin-statistic rule mentioned in the introduction. We leave
this kind of discussion for future work.
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